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SECTION 2.  COMPANY HISTORY 

Dear Santa Rosa County School Board Evaluation Team, 

Performance Matters (PM) is delighted to respond to this RFP and looks forward to discussing 
expanding our existing partnership with the Santa Rosa County School Board (SRCSB) through the 
addition of Student Learning and Growth Solutions to your current Professional Learning Management 
Platform “My PD” to support a robust comprehensive performance management system.  

Performance Matters’ Student Learning and Growth Solutions are powered by Unify, an award-
winning flagship student assessment platform. Educators use Unify to create and administer 
assessments, analyze student and educator data, and act on that data to improve teaching and 
learning. Unify is designed to serve instructional purposes by providing teachers and administrators 
with actionable data about the effectiveness of recently delivered instruction and will meet the needs 
specified in this RFP by providing a benchmark assessment system to be used district-wide to diagnose, 
remediate, retest, and predict performance for students with regard to the Florida state standards and 
the Florida state assessments.  

Unify is an open platform that leverages partnerships with several content providers able to support 
SRCSB with the challenges associated with a balanced K-12 assessment system.  Florida state 
standards-aligned content providers include Key Data Systems and Certica, as they provide high quality 
content to utilize in assessment creation. Dr. David Nelson of Performance Matters has extensive 
expertise and will supervise assessment review and predictive statistics on state assessments. His 
qualifications are outlined in Section 5.  

Dr. Marilyn Underwood, Director at Marion County Public Schools provided the following insightful and 
candid response when asked about their partnership with Performance Matters: 

"In Performance Matters, we were able to measure the reliability of the instruments we 
created after the first year by using the built-in Cronbach Alpha ratings provided in the 
system.  Additionally, Performance Matters provided the standard deviation as well as 
class, school, and District means for our benchmarks at all levels and contents.  The 
reporting features in Performance Matters are easily learned and were accessible to both 
school and District-based leaders to use as monitoring tools, data for revision of 
curriculum and classroom instruction, and feedback for teachers in evaluations.  Marion 
County found Performance Matters to be an ideal data-base for our needs in the 
predictability model created."   

Unify provides a comprehensive, open assessment platform for district-level testing for any subject 
and in all grades that provides actionable information for teachers. The platform is content neutral, 
allowing SRCSB to have Performance Matters load licensed items and item banks, or author locally 
created items with graphics, math equations and formulas.  Florida State Standards are preloaded in 
the system and updated during the year as they are appended. Additionally, Unify is One Roster 
certified and integrates with Classlink, SMART and the student information system, and automatically 
updates nightly so that classroom rosters are up to date and data is available to teachers and 
administrators. Assessments are easy to administer and Unify’s affordable system is highly 
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configurable and provides easily-refined, multi-level reporting of assessment results for classrooms, 
departments, schools, and the district.   

Features include role-based dashboards that analyze student data, summative and benchmark test 
scores, and other critical information in an easy-to-understand, color-coded and graphical format. 
Teachers and administrators can author items and tests, administer assessments, and analyze results. 
Teachers can easily and quickly view student growth against specific standards and competencies, as 
well as student growth over time for individuals and groups. Sorting and filtering options ensure that 
even the largest reports are easily manageable. The robust assessment system offers the building and 
administering of multiple technology-enhanced items that allow students more interaction with the 
content, as well as increasing its rigor. Students will encounter many of these item types on their state 
assessments and Unify is built to provide assessment experiences in line with state assessments with a 
flexible online testing engine with tools similar to those on the Florida Standards Assessment. 

Performance Matters not only meets the goals of this RFP, but can also provide additional features to 
impact student learning and teacher effectiveness. The fully integrated Professional Learning 
Management System with an Early Warning System allows educators to monitor academic and 
behavioral achievement for a targeted student or groups, and a built-in Response to Intervention/Multi-
Tiered Systems of Support (RTI/MTSS) module offers educators the ability to review multiple measures 
about students, identify students for RTI tiers, and assign and track interventions to determine how a 
student is performing against their peers.  Performance Matters continues to update its platform to meet 
the challenges facing school districts and incorporate the ability to integrate with other learning tools and 
resources. 

Performance Matters’ award-winning platform paired with outstanding customer service and dedication 
are the keys to the company’s success.  Performance Matters has a passion for the advancement of 
education, exemplary track record for customer service, and a strong service-oriented culture. Providing 
timely implementation, Performance Matters’ service offerings include a helpdesk with highly skilled 
technicians, a local-resident Customer Relationship Manager that is familiar with local school processes, 
and flexible training options including on-site professional trainings to teachers on how to administer 
the assessment program and use the data platform or web-based training throughout the year.   

Performance Matters is uniquely positioned to support the needs of Santa Rosa County School Board.  
Our mission is to serve all stakeholders including students, administrators, teachers, and parents. We 
encourage the District to reach out to other Performance Matters partners across the state for glowing 
reviews of our industry leading software and unmatched services. We look forward to continuing in the 
evaluation process and the opportunity to demonstrate our solution’s capabilities for you. 

Thank you for considering Unify from Performance Matters! 

 

Amy Wieland, Senior Vice President 

Cell:  407-462-9169 | amy.wieland@performancematters.com  

tel:407-462-9169
mailto:amy.wieland@performancematters.com
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Company Name 
Vendor Federal Tax ID 

Performance Matters, LLC 
87 – 0647151 

Address, Phone, Fax Customer Support Center 
1600 Lee Road; Winter Park, FL 32789 
Phone 407-645-1800 | Fax 800-373-8578 
Corporate Headquarters  
7730 Union Park Avenue, Suite 500; Sandy, UT 84047 
Phone 801-453-0136 | Fax 801-942-0783 

Website http://www.performancematters.com/ 

Contact Information Amy Wieland, Senior Vice President  
Cell: 407-462-9169   
amy.wieland@performancematters.com 

Since its founding in Winter Park, Florida in 2003, Performance Matters has been focused on 
one goal: student success. Performance Matters’ history is shaped by ongoing collaboration 
with educators to deliver assessment and data management solutions designed to solve specific 
needs of K-12 administrators and teachers alike. By delivering interactive student assessments 
and a robust data analytics engine, Performance Matters has put the power of student data in 
the hands of educators, thus informing instruction and classroom practices, and impacting the 
lives of millions of students every year. The most qualified statement regarding our abilities 
comes directly our customers who have voted Performance Matters the following awards. 

 
Authorized Representatives of Performance Matters: 

Adam Klaber, Chief Executive Officer 
Corporate Office 
8180 South 700 East, Suite 250 
Sandy, UT 84070 
801-453-0136 

Jeanette Haren, Chief Product Officer and 
Co-Founder; Corporate Office 
8180 South 700 East, Suite 250 
Sandy, UT 84070 
801-453-0136 

James Waters, Chief Technology Officer and 
Co-Founder; Research and Development  
1275 Minhinette Drive 
Roswell, GA 30075 
770-650-7753 

Woody Dillaha, President and Co-Founder 
Customer Support Center 
1600 Lee Road 
Winter Park, FL 32789 
407-645-1800 

http://www.performancematters.com/
tel:407-462-9169
mailto:amy.wieland@performancematters.com
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Qualifications 

Performance Matters (PM) is the right partner for the Santa Rosa County School District. Founded in 
2003 in Winter Park, Florida, to provide assessment and reporting software for school districts, 
Performance Matters’ success now empowers PM customers with technology that enables them to 
impact learning and instruction in ways that were unimaginable before. The assessment and data 
management solutions designed in collaboration with customers over the course of the last 13 years 
have become an award-winning platform that continually meets the challenges faced by school districts 
in these areas.  PM has a track record of sustained success and has demonstrated an ongoing 
commitment to improving our products and services for all of our customers.   

As members of the Florida community, we have a very real interest in the quality of Florida education.  
All of the PM staff, from the support team to executive leadership, product management and 
professional services, have a deep understanding for Florida’s accountability system and the language 
specific to Florida educators.  This is a major PM differentiator.  At Performance Matters, Santa Rosa 
County School District will be connected to a team of professionals who care deeply about education, 
the success of our customers and most importantly, student learning.  We work tirelessly to deliver 
service levels that exceed expectations with an innovative culture relating to all educator stakeholders.  

Currently serving 9 of the 50 largest K-12 school districts in the nation, Performance Matters provides 
assessments that energize learning with analytics that power instruction for over 2 million students in 
districts of all sizes, including over 40 districts in Florida. Our first customer in 2003, Indian River School 
District, is still a valued partner today!  See our Florida Unify clients below. 
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Next Generation Performance Matters 

Connecting the Potential of Student Achievement with the Power of Professional Learning 

Performance Matters’ state-of-the-art, groundbreaking platform, Unify, is a collaborative assessment 
and data management system designed to meet the current needs of K-12 school districts by combining 
the ability to build assessments that energize learning with analytics that power instruction.  
Performance Matters’ award-winning platform paired with outstanding dedication and customer service 
are the keys to the company’s continuing success.  

Recently, Performance Matters combined the deep expertise and solutions of two long-renowned 
education organizations, whicih were united in April 2016 – Truenorthlogic founded in 2000 and 
Performance Matters founded in 2003 – with a refocused mission to deliver world class assessment and 
professional learning content, solutions, tools and analytics that accelerate measurable improvements in 
teaching and learning. 

The new Performance Matters is a next-generation organization that brings together 
Truenorthlogic, the leader in educator professional growth solutions, and Performance 
Matters, the leader in student assessment and analytics systems.  

Working with school district leaders like you, Performance Matters builds and implements tailored web-
based solutions that bring to life each district’s unique vision of a comprehensive performance 
management system through integration of professional learning, educator effectiveness and student 
assessment. By leveraging powerful data analytics, Performance Matters provides tools that allow 
districts to make data-driven decisions to improve student outcomes and increase the impact of 
educators. 

Tools for student assessment development and delivery, as well as educator professional learning 
management, performance observation/evaluation and observer calibration are leveraged together 
with a real-time analytics engine, providing specific, actionable insights that boost student performance 
and build educator capacity. For the first time in K-12 education, these connections will deliver real-
time, actionable analytics for educators to successfully drive continuous improvement in student 
learning and instruction. 

The Performance Matters Platform has been developed and implemented hand-in-hand with the district 
and state education agencies we serve. Partnering with 10 of the top 20 largest school districts in the 
nation, Performance Matters serves more than 1,000 districts across the country that rely on our 
platform to guide the professional growth, assessment and analytics for over 1 million educators and 11 
million students.  These partnerships have given Performance Matters unparalleled experience with 
organizations at the leading edge of professional learning and increasing student achievement, as well 
as a first-hand understanding of the best practices required to create forward-thinking solutions that 
meet the needs of every client. 

Performance Matters is confident that our unparalleled technology, coupled with our combined nearly 
30 years of experience implementing K-12 educator and student growth solutions, best qualifies us to 
deliver the solution that will support your success.  

As a legacy Truenorthlogic Professional Development client, Performance Matters stands ready to be a 
dedicated partner with Santa Rosa County School District in assessment also.  We look forward to 
working hand-in-hand with your team to fulfill the Scope of Work requested in this RFP. 
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Available Performance Matters Personnel 

Additional personnel are available as needed. 

Amy Wieland, Senior Vice President 

Amy Wieland joined Performance Matters in 2010 and has been the catalyst for the sustained and rapid 
growth of the company. Amy’s experience with enterprise platforms and her elite accomplishments as an 
educator throughout her career provide a unique set of talents to support customers throughout the 
country.  Her reputation is exemplary among the school systems she has worked with across the country. 
As the Senior Vice President, Amy will provide additional leadership and support to ensure the success of 
this partnership.   

With over 20 years experience in multiple capacities of public education, Amy has valuable experience as 
a teacher, school leader, technology facilitator, and curriculum specialist in Sarasota County Schools. 
While in Sarasota, she served as the Project Manager for deployment of an Instructional and Assessment 
Management System, experience which serves her well in her current position. Her career contains 
numerous honors including multiple Teacher of the Year Awards, Authentic Assessment Multi Media 
Award, Pearson’s Cross Divisional Communications Award and President’s Award both at Pearson and 
McGraw Hill.  Amy holds both a Bachelor and Master of Education degree from the University of South 
Florida. 

Pam Brewer, Ed.D., Director of Client Relations, Florida 

Dr. Pam Brewer joined Performance Matters in 2015, bringing with her 20 valuable years of experience in 
various capacities in Florida public education and her passion for student success.  Her experience as a 
principal at both the middle and high school levels provides a practical knowledge base to formulate 
successful strategies for partner school districts.  Pam also has district experience as the project manager 
for the successful implementation of a new SIS. She then served as the Executive Director of K-12 
Academic Services in Marion County Public Schools, Florida, overseeing Elementary/Secondary Education, 
as well as Professional Development.  Pam earned her Bachelor of Science in Chemical Science from 
Florida State University; Master of Educational Leadership from Nova Southeastern University; and Ed.D. 
in Educational Leadership from the University of Florida.   

David Nelson, Ed.D., Customer Relationship Manager 

Dr. David Nelson is a Customer Relationship Manager and works with districts in a consultative role to 
help them strengthen their implementation of Performance Matters and the use of data analytics to 
impact student success. Additionally, he leads the professional development elements of the 
implementation and use of the Performance Matters platform for administrators, school testing 
coordinators and curriculum and instruction content area supervisors. David is responsible for 
coordinating the communication between various departments in order to ensure assessments are 
available when needed and data analysis is provided to all user groups to inform instructional decisions.   

Working with curriculum departments in order to outline their assessment priorities and analyze best 
practices, along with how to implement those into the District and use item statistics to improve the 
quality of assessment, are all ways Dr. Nelson supports the District. He also works collaboratively to help 
internal assessment, curriculum and data teams join forces to support a successful implementation.  Dr. 
Nelson earned his Doctor of Philosophy in Education in Areas of Specialization: Science Education 
Research and Research Methods, from George Mason University, Fairfax, VA, with his Dissertation: Rasch 
Analysis of a Rating Scale for Gifted and Talented Identification with Committee: Erin Peters-Burton 
(Chair), Anastasia Samaras, Robert G. Smith, Ellen Rowe; his Master of Chemical and Life Sciences from 
University of Maryland, College Park, MD; and Bachelor of Secondary Education from the University of 
Toledo, Toledo, OH. 
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Janet Sankar, Director of Learning and Knowledge Management 

Janet Sankar joined the team at Performance Matters in 2014, bringing with her a wealth of experience 
as an educator and leader in the educational technology field where she worked in a variety of school 
settings as a teacher and district-level administrator.  She leads our team of learning specialists to deliver 
world-class training through webinars, certification courses and onsite training programs.  Janet received 
her BS in Elementary Education from SUNY Oswego; MA in Curriculum and Teaching with Reading 
Certification from Teacher College, Columbia University; MA in Instructional Design and Library Media 
from CU Denver; and her CAS in Educational Administration from SUNY New Paltz. In addition to her 
Master’s degree in Curriculum and Teaching, Janet Sankar also holds the following professional 
Educational licenses: New York – Elementary Education N-6, Reading, Library Media Specialist, School 
Administration and Supervision, School District Administrator; New Jersey – Elementary Education; 
Maryland – Administrator I, Administrator II, Library Media Administrator, Library Media Specialist; 
Colorado – Elementary Education, Reading Specialist. 

Michelle Winchester, M.Ed., Learning Specialist 

Michelle Winchester is a Learning Specialist with Performance Matters. As a former teacher, school 
leader, and district curriculum specialist, Michelle brings a unique perspective that connects all levels of 
use within the Performance Matters platform.  Having years of district level use as a customer in both 
the student assessment platform and the educator platform, she brings real world application of 
the Performance Matters tools to the clients she serves.  Michelle's curricular experience allows her to 
guide users through key features of the platform that impact student learning and influences teacher 
practice all while training clients how to use the applications.  Michelle holds a Bachelor of Education and 
a Master of Educational Leadership degree both from St. Leo University. 

Nick Coniglio, Vice President, Customer Support and Data Services 

Nick Coniglio joined Performance Matters in 2007 and is responsible for leading the Support 
and Database Administration Teams. With previous experience managing new product 
development at Performance Matters, Nick acquired a unique perspective of all technical 
operations. Bringing to Performance Matters 20 years of experience in the high-tech industry 
with a particular focus on business intelligence and data analytics, Nick has served in various 
capacities from direct customer consulting to leadership roles in the areas of service delivery 
and operations. Nick holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Computer Science. 

Patrice Hartnett, Director of Internal Programs 

With 20 years of experience in Public Education, Patrice Hartnett has an exceptionally strong instructional 
background. Prior to joining Performance Matters, Patrice was a building level administrator in the 
largest district in New Hampshire.   Her strong communication skills in listening and understanding the 
needs of our customers are key qualities. These skills are imperative in ensuring that new customers have 
a smooth and efficient implementation.  Patrice holds a Master of Arts in Education and Administration. 
Patrice serves as the Project Manager for Performance Matters implementations. 

Kyle Wolfe, Supervisor of Technical Services 

Kyle serves as the Supervisor of Technical Services for Performance Matters. Kyle joined Performance 
Matters in 2007, and serves as the main contact for the District’s Information Technology 
representative(s) in setting up the data and infrastructure that supports the production system. Kyle 
holds a Bachelor of Science degree from the University of Central Florida. 
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SECTION 3.  REFERENCES 

Requested references are provided below and additional references are available upon request: 

District Name:  Clay County Schools 
District Address:  900 Walnut Street; Green Cove Springs, FL 32043 
Contact Name:  Bonnie King, Secondary ELA Specialist 
Email Address:  bonnie.king@myoneclay.net 
Contact Number:  904-529-4930 
Dates of Service:  Customer since 2011 
Scope of Services:  Provided testing, assessment and data management system 
District Size:  38,830 

District Name:  Marion County Public Schools 
District Address:  512 SE 3 Street; Ocala, FL 34471 
Contact Name:  Donna Otzel, Director of K-12 Academic Services  
Email Address:  Donna.Otzel@marion.k12.fl.us 
Contact Number:  352-236-0564 ext 50257 
Dates of Service:  Customer since 2010 
Scope of Services:  Provided testing, assessment and data management system 
District Size:  42,783 

District Name:  School District of Indian River County 
District Address:  6500 57th Street; Vero Beach, FL 32967 
Contact:   Bruce Green, Assistant Superintendent of Technology and Assessment 
Email Address:  bruce.green@indianriverschools.org 
Contact Number:  772-564-3099 
Dates of Service:  Customer since 2008 
Scope of Services:  Provided testing, assessment and data management system 
District Size:  18,000 

 

  

mailto:Donna.Otzel@marion.k12.fl.us
tel:352.236.0564%20x%2050257
mailto:bruce.green@indianriverschools.org
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SECTION 4.  PRODUCT SUMMARY 
Every educator wants to know the present level of academic achievement with each student 
they work with, and how these same students will perform on upcoming high-stakes measures. 
Understanding the current level of achievement is a common undertaking within a majority of 
classrooms. However, making accurate predictions on future measures based upon past 
student history and current performance is challenging. With assessment 
creation/administration and data analytics capabilities from Performance Matters, educators 
will have access to immediate and relevant information from various sources to make effective 
and timely decisions, both now and later in the school year, through high-quality content, 
professional consulting and guidance, and the use of interactive data portals. 

Assessment creation, administration and data analysis from Performance Matters through the 
Unify platform with provide Santa Rosa County District Schools with a complete test and data 
management system which will relieve the burden on educators, allowing them to engage more 
fully in the monitoring of students’ progress toward, and attainment of, essential knowledge, 
skills, and attributes, especially as determined on the Florida State Assessments , as opposed to 
using limited time on gathering results on each of their students.  Such benefits include: 

Assessment 

• Design Studio – Build innovative items and assessments on your own or with content 
partner item and test banks. 

• Online Assessment (OLA) – Administer assessment in an online testing platform similar 
to the FSA. 

• Performance Scoring – State-of-the-art interactive scoring of constructed student 
responses with rubrics. 

Analyze 

• Student Item Analysis – Interactive item analysis of Unify assessments. 
• Baseball Card and Scoreboard – Powerful ad hoc and comparative reporting for all local 

and state assessments. 
• Item Statistics - Item discrimination, test validity and distractor analysis that connect to 

item edit and review workflow to continuously improve assessment content. 
• My Unify Homepage Portal – Educators Home Page that provides relevant information 

with on-demand connections to assessment, intervention, and curriculum resources.  

Beyond the configurable and user friendliness of data analysis aspects within Unify, other 
optional features can provide Santa Rosa County School Board with a more comprehensive and 
robust platform to both create and monitor students within interventions such as: 

• Progress Monitoring Plans – Establish data-driven flags to identify students for 
interventions. 

• Response to Intervention/MTSS – An administration and progress monitoring tool 
containing its own set of reports to support academic and behavioral interventions 

The above features can provide the District with a robust, yet easy to use web-based platform 
to provide timely and instructive snapshots of progress of students, schools, and programs. 
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SECTION 5.  PROGRESS MONITORING SYSTEM RFP EXPECTATION CHECKLIST 

Santa Rosa County Progress Monitoring System RFP Expectation Checklist 

Each vendor should check the appropriate box next to each expectation and include this 
checklist with their proposal. 

Performance Matters submits a completed checklist below and additionally provides brief 
explanations of each section following this checklist. 

 Meets 
Expectation 

Will work with 
District to 
develop 

capability by 
Fall 2017 

Does Not 
meet 

Expectation 

Florida Standards Monitoring    
English Language Arts (ELA), grades K-10    
Mathematics, grades K-8    
Science, grades K-8    
Algebra 1    
Geometry    
Algebra 2    
Biology 1    
Civics    
U.S. History    

 
Florida Assessment Predictions*    
Florida Standards Assessment (FSA) ELA, grades 
3-10    
FSA Math, grades 3-8    
State Science Assessment (SSA), grades 5, 8    
Algebra 1 EOC    
Geometry EOC    
Algebra 2 EOC    
Biology 1 EOC Civics EOC    
U.S. History EOC    
*Please see response related to this section following the tables.  
Program Functions    
Diagnostic testing producing a prescriptive path for 
the student 

   
Pre-designed remediation exercises based 
on prescriptive path 

   
Opportunity to test multiple times to track 
student growth 

   
Robust Item Bank with multiple questions for 
each Florida standard 
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 Meets 
Expectation 

Will work with 
District to 
develop 

capability by 
Fall 2017 

Does Not 
meet 

Expectation 

Program Functions (Continued)    
Color coded performance predictions for 
achievement levels to match Florida State 
Assessment System 

   

Every Florida Standard covered with cognitive 
complexity 

   

Ability to lock out test items as desired    

Digital tools for testing are similar to those used 
in the Florida State Assessment System 

   

Data comparisons can be made between 
districts, schools, teachers, and grade levels 

   

Test Security may be enabled    

Control of testing window    

 

Technical Aspects    

Compatibility with Classlink 
(https://www.classlink.com)    

One Roster Compliant 
(https://www.imsglobal.org/activity/onerosterlis) 

   

Compatible with Windows 7, 8, and 10    

Compatible with Internet Explorer, Microsoft 
Edge, and Chrome browsers 

   

 

Reporting    

Reports available for Parent/Teacher Conference    

Reports are in color, specifying achievement 
levels and proficiency rating 

   

Reports can be differentiated by district, 
school, grade level, teacher, and subgroups. 

   

Reports can be generated in charts, graphs and 
other formats. 

   

Reports can be exported to Excel    

Reports may be custom designed by working 
with vendor 

   

http://www.imsglobal.org/activity/onerosterlis)
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Florida Standards Monitoring 

Performance Matters has proposed the Key Data Systems (KDS) INSPECT item/test bank which 
includes ELA and Math benchmark tests per grade. These are depicted as beginning of year, mid 
terms and end of year. Additionally, the Certica Science and Social Studies banks are part of this 
proposal. PM will work with Santa Rosa County School District to create tests not already included 
with the proposed item/test banks. 

Comprehensive Testing and Item Banks 

Unify not only contains rich item banks for Math, ELA, Science, Biology, Social Studies, Civics, US 
History, Algebra I, Algebra II and Geometry, but premade benchmark tests for progress 
monitoring and predictive analysis. 

Assessment Projections for Santa Rosa RFP 
Florida Assessment Predictions 
(Comprehensive Assessments) 

 

ELA Civics US 
History 

Science 
and 

Biology I 

FSA 
Math, Alg 
I, Alg. II, 

and 
Geometry 

TOTALS 

Grade Levels Assessed 3-10 7 HS  5, 8, HS 3-8, HS  
Number of Grade 

Levels 
8 1 1 3 9  

       

Average # of Tested 
Standards/Benchmarks 

per grade level 

18 35 20 35+ 23 - 44  

Total Number of 
Standards to be 

assessed  (# of grade 
levels X # of standards) 

144 
Standards 

35 
Standards 

20 
Standards  

70 
Standards 

207 – 396 
Standards 

 

Average # of Items Per 
Assessment (Based on 
FL Item Specifications) 

50 – 55 
Items per 

Assessment 

52 – 56 
Items per 

Assessment 

50 - 60 
Items per 

Assessment 

60 – 66 
Items per 

Assessment 

50 – 65 
Items per 

Assessment 

 

       

Number of Florida 
Assessment 

Predictions tests per 
Grade Level 

3 3 3 3 3  

Total # of Florida 
Assessment 

Predictions required (# 
of grade levels X # of 
test administrations) 

24  
Assessments 

3 
Assessments  

3 
Assessments  

9 
Assessments  

27 
Assessments 

66 
Assessments 

Total # of Items for 3 
administrations of the 

Florida Assessment 
Predictions 

1,200 – 
1,320 
Items 

156 – 168 
Items 

150 – 180 
Items 

540 – 594 
Items 

1,350 – 
1,755 
Items 

3,396 – 
4,017 Items 
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Currently, the following benchmark tests are available, a fall, winter and spring version.   

• 3 Math Formatives for K – 8,  
• 3 Math I, II, II Formatives (grades 9-11) 
• 3 Formatives for Algebra I, Algebra II and Geometry 
• 3 Formatives for ELA grades K-11  (grade 11 has only 2) 
• 2 tests to mirror the Civics EOC 
• 2 tests to mirror the US History EOC 

Details of the item bank offerings are in the Appendices. 

The Science and Biology tests would be created for Santa Rosa from the item banks included 
within the system.  All end-of-year benchmarks included with the system will be verified for 
proper standard coverage as a readiness measure for the FSA and EOCs. 

Dr. David Nelson of Performance Matters will be involved with this process with the district.  Dr. 
Nelson is a Customer Relationship Manager who works with districts in a consultative role to 
help them strengthen their implementation of Performance Matters and the use of data 
analytics to impact student success. Additionally, he leads the professional development 
elements of the implementation and the use of the Performance Matters platform for 
administrators, school testing coordinators and curriculum and instruction content area 
supervisors. David is responsible for coordinating the communication between various 
departments in order to ensure assessments are available when needed and data analysis is 
provided to all user groups to inform instructional decisions.   

Checkpoint Tests 

Also included with the system are a number of checkpoint tests for ELA (grades 3-8), Math 
(grades 3-9), US History and Civics.  Teachers can used these tests as weekly or unit tests, 
generally covering one standard per test with 5-7 items.  These tests, like all benchmark tests 
are ready to be given online.  There will be plenty of items available for teachers to create quick 
tests over any standard that needs assessing.  

Florida Assessment Predictions 

Among the many uses of Performance Matters, all of our Florida clients use PM as a progress 
monitoring tool for differentiating instruction in order to prepare students for Florida State 
Assessments. The assessment platform, combined with robust item statistics and advanced 
analytics, enables our Florida clients to establish the appropriate cut scores for assessments 
used year over year to monitor and predict student outcomes on the Florida State Assessments. 
Dr. David Nelson, Performance Matters psychometrician, will consult with the District on this 
aspect. 

As an example, a current Performance Matters Florida District created locally developed 
benchmark assessments in ELA and Math at grades 3-10 for FCAT in order to monitor student 
progress and have a predictability model to assist in moving students to higher levels of 
achievement on the State standardized test. The benchmarks were given and vetted through 
use of the Performance Matters student data base.  
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"In Performance Matters, we were able to measure the reliability of the 
instruments we created after the first year by using the built-in Cronbach Alpha 
ratings provided in the system. Additionally, Performance Matters provided the 
standard deviation as well as class, school, and District means for our benchmarks 
at all levels and contents. The reporting features in Performance Matters are 
easily learned and were accessible to both school and District-based leaders to 
use as monitoring tools, data for revision of curriculum and classroom instruction, 
and feedback for teachers in evaluations. Our District found Performance Matters 
to be an ideal data-base for our needs in the predictability model created."  

 
Program Functions  

Additional details and examples are provided in the Unify Solution Narrative in the appendices. 

Diagnostic testing producing a prescriptive path for the student 

Performance Matters’ Item Analysis enables our clients to answer the questions: how 
did we do compared to standard; to ourselves; and to others? In other words: were we 
proficient/mastering the individual standards; are we improving over time/achieving 
growth in learning; and is what we are doing as effective as what others are doing (other 
teachers, schools, programs, etc.) With this depth of analysis and the collaboration 
within PLCs, our clients engage in a rich dialogue using data in order to establish the 
best individualized path forward for students. 

Pre-designed remediation exercises based on prescriptive path 

PM incorporates a complete MTSS module within the assessment platform. 
Performance Matteers’ remediation exercises are limited to the ability to conduct 
formative assessments that are aligned to the prescriptive path. 

Opportunity to test multiple times to track student growth 

The number of student tests administered can be determined by the district for any 
type of assessment, including common district benchmarks, formative or summative.  

 

PLEASE NOTE: 

*Performance Matters highly values and protects personally identifiable information (PII). Performance 
Matters partners with School Districts to protect all student and teacher personally identifiable 
information by employing security practices and monitoring to ensure the confidentiality and integrity of 
your information.   

Although the data shown in reporting examples included in this response is strictly fictitious 
demonstration data not associated with any teacher, student, school or district, Performance Matters 
has chosen to blur all screenshots hereafter that would display such information in an effort to 
demonstrate our commitment to protection of PII.  All names and images are fictitious; no identification 
with actual persons is intended or should be inferred. 
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Figure 1 – Student Item Analysis – Proprietary Information 

Robust Item Bank with multiple questions for each Florida standard 

Best-of-class item bank are proposed for Math/Reading and Social Studies/Science with 
multiple questions available for each Florida standard. 

Color-coded performance predictions for achievement levels to match Florida State Assessment System 

Colored achievement levels are configurable and can be determined by the district to 
match the FSAS. 

Every Florida Standard covered with cognitive complexity 

Florida standards are covered with Depth of Knowledge. 
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Ability to lock out test items as desired 

Test items can be restricted by permission level or limited to user access by placing 
within certain item banks that have limited user role access. 

Digital tools for testing are similar to those used in the Florida State Assessment System 

Online assessment digital tools are very similar to those used in the FSAS system. 

Data comparisons can be made between Florida districts (if other FL districts use product), schools, 
teachers, and grade levels 

Several reports within Unify can provide comparisons at all listed levels, specifically the 
Scoreboard report. It is designed to provide comparisons at all levels automatically with 
any data result added to the report. 

Test Security may be enabled 

Unify provides a robust security and permissions platform for securing items among the 
wide range of user roles and in accordance with the nature of the assessment to be 
administered. Options include administration windows (dates and times), numerous 
online assessment settings, scan sheet options, and features related to reporting. 

Control of testing window 

The testing window is controlled by the author of the assessment to determine the 
dates and times of the assessment. 

 

Technical Aspects  

Additional details are provided in the appendices. 

Compatibility with Classlink (https://www.classlink.com) 

Performance Matters has successfully integrated with Classlink for single sign-on in 
other Florida districts. 

One Roster compliant (https://www.imsglobal.org/activity/onerosterlis)  

Performance Matters is One Roster Compliant and the Unify platform has been 
engineered to meet the IMS Global standards of Question Tool Interoperability (QTI) 
and Learning Tool Interoperability (LTI). This allows Unify to work with other platforms 
that meet these standards to maximize the teaching and learning experience. 
Additionally, Performance Matters serves on the Technical Advisory Board for IMS 
Global. 

Compatible with Windows 7, 8.1, and 10 

 Unify is compatible with Windows 7, 8, and 10. 

Compatible with Internet Explorer, Microsoft Edge, and Chrome browsers 

Unify is compatible with the two most recent versions of Explorer, Edge and Chrome. 

https://www.classlink.com/
https://www.imsglobal.org/activity/onerosterlis
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Reporting  

Additional details and examples are provided in the Unify Solution Narrative in the appendices. 

Reports available for Parent/Teacher Conference.  

The Student Detail report provides grades, attendance, discipline, Personal Monitoring 
Plan and specific test results. All can be used in a Parent /Teacher conference. As a take 
away, a printable test detail can be printed to help explain to the parent where the 
student is challenged. An example is provided on the following page. 
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Figure 2 – Student Item Analysis – Proprietary Information 
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Reports are in color, specifying achievement levels and proficiency rating.  

All Unify reports are in color, based upon the predetermined achievement levels for the 
specific assessment. On-screen filtering provides numerous ways to interact with each 
report, providing a more engaging and comprehensive experience. 

Reports can be generated by district, school, grade level, teacher, and subgroups.  

All reports can be differentiated by district, school, grade level, teacher, and subgroups 
through filtering options. During the pre-bid conference district comparisons were 
mentioned between Santa Rosa and others. See information below at the end of this 
Reporting section. 

Reports can be generated in charts, graphs and other graphic representations.  

All reports are chart and graph based with colored cells and visuals. 

Reports can be exported to Excel, Word, or PDF.  

All reports can be exported to Excel. Additionally, all reports can be shared by using a 
live link that can be emailed or setup on a website page. Any recipient of the report link 
simply clicks the link and can view the report that was previously generated. This 
feature also provides complete security because the recipient will be prompted to login 
to view the report if not currently logged in. The report will automatically show only the 
data allowed to be viewed by that given user. 

Reports may be custom designed by working with vendor.  

Performance Matters can work with SRCSB on custom reporting. 
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Comparing Santa Rosa to other districts 

Within Unify, comparisons to others, is available in reports for teachers to know how his/her 
students are performing on a test, by standard and even by question.  Without comparing to 
others and only looking at test results doesn’t give a complete picture of performance.  For 
district and school administrators, comparing a school or the district to other districts/schools 
in the state is just as important at this higher level.  Unify allows districts to choose a district to 
compare against, or can automatically compare your district to the top 10 in the state and/or 
the top 10 districts with your unique subgroup percentages of % Free/Reduced and % Minority. 

The Opportunity Gap report compares the performance of a school on the FSA against the 
performance of similar schools in the district and across the state. It is designed to use state 
data to compare the performance of one individual school to the performance of its cohort and 
comparable schools based on Free and Reduced Lunch rates and Minority rates of the schools. 
Inclusion of Title 1 and Charter schools is optional.   

This report compares the performance of a school on multiple measures to the following: 

• Top 10 Cohort Schools - the top 10 schools in the state who have free and reduced and 
minority populations of a percent equal to or greater than the school selected. 

 
• Top 10 Comparable Schools - the top 10 schools in the state who have free and reduced 

and minority populations that are within +/- 10 points of the selected school. 
 

• Schools in District(s) - a listing of any other schools for any district(s) in the state. 
 

Santa Rosa – West Navarre Intermediate School.  On the following page is a first example, let’s 
look at West Navarre Intermediate School, which has a school grade of an “A”.   

• Comparing to 10 cohort and the top 10 cohort schools, any measure in red shows where 
West Navarre is more than 6% points of the comparison school.  Improvement can still 
be made. 

• Green shows where West Navarre is outperforming Top Ten Cohort Schools by 6% 
points or more. 

• Yellow shows where West Navarre is within 6 % points above or below. 

 

(Figures below 3 – 8  below Comparison Analysis – Proprietary Information) 
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Looking in the top table area labeled “School Grade Measures” 

 

In Science, West Navarre had 80% of students meeting the standards, compared to 73.2% for the Top 
Ten Cohort schools that the same or more, however in ELA, West Navarre didn’t perform as well as the 
top 10 cohort.  West Navarre scored 14.7 percentage points below the cohort average! 

To see those schools in a scatter plot for ELA simple clicking on the chart icon   

The next page is a full view of the scatter plot graph. 

• West Navarre is the gold diamond 

• Other district schools are in blue diamond 

• The top ten are in green diamonds 

• Comparable schools are in red circles 

• All other schools in the state are grey triangle 
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Santa Rosa – Oriole Beach Elementary School.  The school grade is an “A”. 
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Santa Rosa – Hobbs Middle School.  The school grade is an “B”.  Note that the top ten comparable 
cohort schools show 6 that have a school grade of “A” and 4 with a grade of “B”. 
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SECTION 6.  IMPLEMENTATION PLAN, TRAINING, TIMELINE 

Proposed timeline to include startup and training; to begin approximately June 1, 2017 with actual 
contract starting July 1, 2017. Final implementation by fall of 2017. 

Performance Matters has a long history of successful partnerships and implementations and 
looks forward to working together closely with the Santa Rosa County School District to guide 
the configuration of the platform for SRCSD’s Integrated Student Data Management System. 

Performance Matters will assign a project manager that will lead the implementation team 
throughout the implementation.  Once the product is fully operational, Performance Matters 
supports the client through a dedicated group of support staff and an assigned Customer 
Relationship Manager. 

Performance Matters will work closely with the District in each phase of the process. 
Performance Matters has a proven successful, mature implementation methodology, which is 
customized for each district. During the implementation meeting, timelines are discussed and 
documented. A plan will be jointly developed, and member roles and responsibilities will be 
detailed. Regular implementation meetings review all deadlines and critical paths; 
modifications and adjustments are mutually agreed upon, as needed. Details are provided in 
the appendices.  

Performance Matters will partner with the District to develop a plan for initial use technical 
training and ongoing technical support that best meets the unique needs of the District. 
Performance Matters will train district personnel to support ongoing coaching and professional 
development of school staff in using the data platform.  Details of the proposed training are 
provided in the appendices. 

A sample project timetable is shown below. The final plan of actual project deliverables and 
dates will be set early in the deployment process in consultation with the District project 
leaders. This sample plan can be modified as needed during implementation planning. 

Task Name Duration PM Owner 
District 
Owner 

Start 
Date 

End 
Date 

Unify Project Plan 55d 
  

05/01/17 07/15/17 
Internal Planning 1d 

  
05/01/17 05/01/17 

Contract executed 1d PM Sales n/a 05/01/17 05/01/17 
Sales notifies Project Manager 
and Regional Director 

1d PM SW n/a 05/01/17 05/01/17 

CRM Assigned 1d PM Regional Dir n/a 05/01/17 05/01/17 
Internal hand off to 
implementation team 

1d PM Sales n/a 05/01/17 05/01/17 

Project Plan Started 1d PM Proj Mgmt - 
PH 

n/a 05/01/17 05/01/17 

Implementation Meeting 8d 
  

05/01/17 05/10/17 
Virtual Intro of PM Project 
Manager to customer 

1d PM Sales n/a 05/01/17 05/01/17 

Implementation kick off 
meeting scheduled with 

1d PM Proj Mgmt - 
PH 

Project Manager 05/01/17 05/01/17 
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Task Name Duration PM Owner 
District 
Owner 

Start 
Date 

End 
Date 

customer 
Internal Kick off planning 
meeting 

1d PM Proj Mgmt - 
PH 

n/a 05/01/17 05/01/17 

Implementation meeting 
agenda and docs provided to 
customer 

1d PM Proj Mgmt - 
PH 

n/a 05/01/17 05/01/17 

On Site Implementation 
Meeting 

1d PM 
Implementation 
Team 

Implementation 
Team 

05/10/17 05/10/17 

PM Production Reporting Site 
Milestones 

38d 

  

05/10/17 06/30/17 

PM Initialization 2d PM Support - L3 n/a 05/10/17 05/11/17 
Add customer to support 
center (Zendesk) 

1d PM Support - L1 n/a 05/10/17 05/10/17 

Initialize customer database 2d PM Support - L3 n/a 05/10/17 05/11/17 
Appropriate URL 2d PM Support - L3 n/a 05/10/17 05/11/17 
Provision Unify site 2d PM Support - L1 n/a 05/10/17 05/11/17 
Set up default sources and 
banks in Unify 

1d PM RSA n/a 05/10/17 05/10/17 

Add Curriculum access to 
Unify 

1d PM Support - L1 n/a 05/10/17 05/10/17 

Site Configuration 2d PM Support - L3 n/a 05/10/17 05/11/17 
PM Data Integration 38d 

  
05/10/17 06/30/17 

Core files 18d 
  

05/10/17 06/02/17 
Review core file layouts 1d PM Support - KW IT 05/10/17 05/10/17 
Establish & test FTP account 2d PM Support - KW IT 05/15/17 05/16/17 
Core file data preparation 10d n/a IT 05/15/17 05/26/17 
Core file transfer 1d n/a IT 05/26/17 05/26/17 
Core file load 5d PM Support - KW n/a 05/27/17 06/01/17 
Core File QA 2d PM Support - KW n/a 06/01/17 06/02/17 
Enable auto processing 1d PM Support - KW n/a 06/02/17 06/02/17 
User Access/Security 6d 

  
05/10/17 05/17/17 

Single Sign On 6d 
  

05/10/17 05/17/17 
Review SSO implementation 1d PM Support - L3 IT 05/10/17 05/10/17 
Determine if ADFS or ClassLink 1d PM Proj Mgmt - 

PH 
IT 05/10/17 05/10/17 

Install Identity Provider 2d PM Support - L3 IT 05/15/17 05/16/17 
Load Identity Provider 
Metadata 

1d PM Support - L3 IT 05/15/17 05/15/17 

Test Identity Provider 1d PM Support - L3 IT 05/15/17 05/15/17 
User file data prep 3d n/a IT 05/15/17 05/17/17 
User file data transfer 1d n/a IT 05/15/17 05/15/17 
User file data load 1d PM Support - L2 n/a 05/15/17 05/15/17 
Review role based security 1d PM Proj Mgmt - Implementation 
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Task Name Duration PM Owner 
District 
Owner 

Start 
Date 

End 
Date 

options PH Team 
State Test Scores 20d 

  
05/10/17 06/06/17 

Review record layouts 1d PM Support - KW IT 05/10/17 05/10/17 
Document yrs to receive 1d PM Proj Mgmt - 

PH 
Implementation 
Team 

05/10/17 05/10/17 

State test score data 
preparation 

5d n/a IT 05/20/17 05/25/17 

State test score file transfer 1d n/a IT 05/25/17 05/25/17 
State test score load 5d PM Support - L2 n/a 05/30/17 06/05/17 
State test score QA 2d PM Support - L2 n/a 06/05/17 06/06/17 
Review method of adding 
incremental scores 

1d PM Support - KW IT 05/10/17 05/10/17 

Supplemental Data and 
Assessments 

24d 

  

05/10/17 06/12/17 

Document natively supported 
data 

1d PM Proj Mgmt - 
PH 

Implementation 
Team 

05/10/17 05/10/17 

Review record layouts 1d PM Support - L2 Implementation 
Team 

05/10/17 05/10/17 

Data prep 3d n/a IT 06/02/17 06/06/17 
Data transfer 1d n/a IT 06/06/17 06/06/17 
Data load 3d PM Support - L2 n/a 06/07/17 06/09/17 
Data QA 2d PM Support - L2 n/a 06/10/17 06/12/17 
Review method of adding 
incremental scores 

1d PM Support - L2 Implementation 
Team 

05/10/17 05/10/17 

Custom Filters 38d 
  

05/10/17 06/30/17 
Provide layouts and examples 
of custom filters 

1d PM Proj Mgmt - 
PH 

n/a 05/10/17 05/10/17 

Data Prep 3d n/a IT 06/20/17 06/22/17 
Data Transfer 1d n/a IT 06/22/17 06/22/17 
Data load 1d PM Support - L2 n/a 06/22/17 06/22/17 
Data QA 2d PM Support - L2 n/a 06/23/17 06/26/17 
Review process of adding or 
changing custom filters 

1d PM Proj Mgmt - 
PH 

Implementation 
Team 

05/10/17 05/10/17 

Site Reveal 1d PM CRM Implementation 
Team 

06/30/17 06/30/17 

Assessment Milestones 37d 
  

05/10/17 06/29/17 
Provide template for 
assessment plan 

1d PM CRM n/a 05/10/17 05/10/17 

Describe purpose of 
assessment plan 

1d PM CRM n/a 05/10/17 05/10/17 

Obtain first local assessment 
information using 
Performance Matters 

1d PM CRM n/a 05/10/17 05/10/17 

Assessment Plan is provided 5d n/a C & A 05/20/17 05/25/17 
Assessment Plan is attached 1d PM Proj Mgmt - n/a 05/26/17 05/26/17 
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Task Name Duration PM Owner 
District 
Owner 

Start 
Date 

End 
Date 

to project plan PH 
UNIFY Configuration 2d 

  
05/10/17 05/11/17 

Determine users that will be 
loaded into Unify 

1d PM CRM C & A 05/10/17 05/10/17 

UNIFY Site Build 1d PM Support - L1 n/a 05/10/17 05/10/17 
UNIFY Site Configuration 2d 

  
05/10/17 05/11/17 

Create Generic Sources 1d PM RSA n/a 05/10/17 05/10/17 
Create Generic Banks 1d PM RSA n/a 05/10/17 05/10/17 
Setup Security and Group 
Access Rights 

2d PM RSA n/a 05/10/17 05/11/17 

Assessment Administration 
Prep 

37d 

  

05/10/17 06/29/17 

Course file pulled for course 
type override creation 

1d PM Proj Mgmt - 
PH 

n/a 06/01/17 06/01/17 

Course type added to course 
file 

1d PM RSA n/a 06/01/17 06/01/17 

Course Type Override File sent 
to customer for editing 

1d PM Proj Mgmt - 
PH 

n/a 06/03/17 06/03/17 

Course Type Override File 
returned by customer 

2d n/a Curriculum 06/05/17 06/06/17 

Course Type Override File 
Processed 

1d PM Support - L2 n/a 06/06/17 06/06/17 

Scan Engine 19d 
  

05/10/17 06/05/17 
Confirm supported device 
inventory 

1d PM Proj Mgmt - 
PH 

IT 05/10/17 05/10/17 

Establish FTP Account 2d PM Support - L2 n/a 06/01/17 06/02/17 
Establish Customer Scan 
Engine Account 

2d PM Support - L3 n/a 06/01/17 06/02/17 

Configure Scan Directory 2d PM Support - L2 n/a 06/01/17 06/02/17 
Configure SAM for Internal 
Office Type results 

2d PM Support - L2 n/a 06/01/17 06/02/17 

Establish Pending 
Environment 

1d PM Support - L3 n/a 06/01/17 06/01/17 

Ensure Pending Data transfer 
jobs are activated 

1d PM Support - L2 n/a 06/01/17 06/01/17 

Test devices, Scan View and 
Pend 

3d PM Support - L2 IT 06/01/17 06/05/17 

On Line Assessment 37d 
  

05/10/17 06/29/17 
OLA Setup 30d 

  
05/10/17 06/20/17 

Confirm customer tests are 
built 

3d PM CRM n/a 06/15/17 06/19/17 

Layout for Student Login File 
provided 

1d PM Support - L2 n/a 05/10/17 05/10/17 

Student Login File Provided 2d n/a IT 06/15/17 06/16/17 
Student Login File Loaded 1d PM Support - L2 n/a 06/16/17 06/16/17 
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Task Name Duration PM Owner 
District 
Owner 

Start 
Date 

End 
Date 

Enable Auto Import of Student 
Login File 

1d PM Support - L2 n/a 06/20/17 06/20/17 

Sample Test provided that 
reflect testing parameters 

1d PM Proj Mgmt - 
PH 

n/a 06/15/17 06/15/17 

Ensure all tests have correct 
OLA settings 

1d PM RSA Assessment 06/20/17 06/20/17 

Lab Certification 37d 
  

05/10/17 06/29/17 
Lab Certification Checklist 
Provided 

1d PM Proj Mgmt - 
PH 

n/a 05/10/17 05/10/17 

Determine who at district will 
set up and test labs 

1d n/a Assessment 05/10/17 05/10/17 

Provide lab specifications 1d PM Proj Mgmt - 
PH 

n/a 05/10/17 05/10/17 

Lab imaging complete 3d n/a Assessment 06/26/17 06/28/17 
QA OLA in Labs 2d n/a Assessment 06/28/17 06/29/17 
Conduct sample tests and 
verify pending 

2d n/a Assessment 06/28/17 06/29/17 

Certification and lab sign off 1d n/a Assessment 06/28/17 06/28/17 
Lab Production Readiness 
documented 

1d PM Proj Mgmt - 
PH 

Assessment 06/28/17 06/28/17 

PM Professional Development 
Milestones 

48d 

  

05/10/17 07/15/17 

Professional Services Flyer 
provided to customer 

1d PM Prof Serv n/a 05/10/17 05/10/17 

Professional Services Planning 
with Customer 

1d PM Prof Serv C & A 06/15/17 06/15/17 

PD Planning call 1d PM Prof Serv C & A 06/25/17 06/25/17 
Instructor Led PD Prep 22d 

  
06/15/17 07/15/17 

Curriculum and 
Documentation 

1d PM Prof Serv n/a 06/15/17 06/15/17 

Scheduling and Locations 1d PM Prof Serv C & A 06/15/17 06/15/17 
Pre Training Internal Briefing 1d PM Prof Serv n/a 06/25/17 06/25/17 
Start to Deliver PD 1d PM Prof Serv C & A 07/01/17 07/01/17 
Post Training Documentation 
Completed 

1d PM Prof Serv n/a 07/10/17 07/10/17 

Follow up on Action Items 1d PM CRM n/a 07/15/17 07/15/17 
Administrative 27d 

  
05/25/17 07/01/17 

Site administration Training 1d PM CRM Project Manager 07/01/17 07/01/17 
Zendesk Training 1d PM Support - L1 Project Manager 05/25/17 05/25/17 
Handoff from Implementation 
Team to Production Team 

1d PM Proj Mgmt - 
PH 

Project Manager 07/01/17 07/01/17 
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SECTION 7.  TERMS OF PAYMENT/DETAILED PRICING 

Detailed Pricing information including annual per student cost, training/set-up cost, technical 
support, and design fees. 

Performance Matters provides the detailed pricing information below. Service Description of 
the Unify modules included in the proposal of Student Growth Solutions follows these charts. 
Performance Matters Subscription, Services and Hosting Agreement is provided in the 
appendices for your reference and is also available on the Performance Matters website at 
http://www.performancematters.com/privacy/. 

Student Growth and Analytics Solutions Pricing 

Year 1:   

Performance Matters Service 
Description Count Unit Unit Price Total Due 

Unify Modules – See Service Description 26,000 Per student $3.25 $84,500 Net 30 

Scan Engine License 0 N/A $3,500 N/A Net 30 

SIS Integration 1 N/A $7,500 Waived Net 30 

Active Directory Federation Services 1 N/A $5,000 Waived Net 30 

Professional Development 5 Per day $2,400 $12,000 Net 30 

Test Creation & Modification Services 1 N/A $11,875 $11,875 Net 30 

Certica Item Bank – Science/Social 
Studies 

26,000 Per student $1.00 $26,000 
Annual 

Fee 

Key Data Systems Item Bank 26,000 Per student $2.00 $52,000 Annual 
Fee 

   Total $186,375  

Year 2:   

Performance Matters Service 
Description Count Unit Unit Price Total Due 

Unify Modules – See Service Description 26,000 Per student $3.25 $84,500 Net 30 

Certica Item Bank – Science/Social 
Studies 

26,000 Per student $1.00 $26,000 Annual 
Fee 

Key Data Systems Item Bank 26,000 Per student $2.00 $52,000 
Annual 

Fee 
Predictive Test Analysis Consultation 1 Per day $2,400 $2,400 Net 30 

   Total $164,900  

 

  

http://www.performancematters.com/privacy/
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Year 3:   

Performance Matters Service 
Description Count Unit Unit Price Total Due 

Unify Modules – See Service Description 26,000 Per student $3.25 $84,500 Net 30 

Certica Item Bank – Science/Social 
Studies 

26,000 Per student $1.00 $26,000 
Annual 

Fee 

Key Data Systems Item Bank 26,000 Per student $2.00 $52,000 
Annual 

Fee 

   Total $162,500  

 
Optional Services 
Performance Matters Service 
Description Count Unit Unit Price Total Due 

RTI Response to Intervention 0 Per student $1.00 TBD Annual Fee 
EWS Early Warning System 0 Per student $.50 TBD Annual Fee 
 

 

2017 National Learners Conference: February 7-9, 2017 “Making it Matter” Orlando, FL 
Performance Matters Service 
Description Count Unit Unit Price Total Due 

Full Conference Registration  
Per 

attendee 
$395   

Full Conference Registration 
    *Buy 3 get 1 free 

 
Per 4 

attendees 

 
$1185 
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SECTION 8.  DRUG FREE WORKPLACE FORM 
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SECTION 9.  PUBLIC ENTITY CRIMES FORM 
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